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Method for measurement of friction forces on single
cells in microfluidic devices

Lazar Milovanovica and Hongshen Ma*bcd

We present a technique for measuring the static and kinetic friction forces between single cells and

engineered surfaces in microfluidic channels. Frictional forces are defined as the sum of the non-specific

attractive forces between two surfaces in sliding contact. The microchannels are fabricated using

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and modified using polyethylene glycol (PEG). Rectangular microchannels

are designed to apply a modest compression (10–30%) to individual cells along one axis. Infusing a cell

suspension into this channel at a precisely controlled flow rate enables the application of piconewtons

of hydrodynamic drag force to each cell. At certain flow rates, the sample cells are separated into a

population trapped by friction and a population where the hydrodynamic drag force overcomes friction.

The kinetic friction force is measured as a function of cell compression using the velocity difference

between free-flowing cells and the fluid. The upper bound static friction force is measured as a function

of cell compression by analyzing the size distributions of trapped and free-flowing cells. Specifically, in

order to overcome the coupled uncertainties associated with the normal force and the coefficient of

friction, the upper bound static friction is estimated using the frictional force overcome by the largest

free-flowing cell in the sampled population. Finally, the friction–reduction property of PEGylated

surfaces is evaluated using the ratio of trapped versus free-flowing cells. The kinetic friction force

between LCC6/Her2 cells and PEGylated PDMS was measured to range from 45 to 370 pN for cells

under compression from 10% to 30%. Similarly, the upper bound static friction forces were measured to

range from 50 to 700 pN for the same compression range.
Introduction

Friction between biological cells and engineered surfaces is
important for microuidic devices designed to process cellular
samples,1,2 as well as surface coatings designed to reduce
inammation caused by implanted devices.3–6 In the former
case, frictional interactions can cause undesired cell trapping,
which may result in blockages in microchannels. A quantitative
estimate of friction would enable designers to determine the
minimum ow rate necessary to avoid undesired cell trapping
to ensure reliable device operation. Additionally, in the studies
of cell biomechanics,7–9 such estimates would enable frictional
properties to be uncoupled from other biomechanical proper-
ties, such as cell deformability. For implanted devices, quanti-
tative measurement of single cell friction could be used to
evaluate the quality of surface coatings in order to improve
patient comfort and reduce inammation.10–13
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Friction is dened as the force resisting the relative motion
between two surfaces in sliding contact. The origin of this force
is generally considered to be a combination of microscopic
surface roughness and non-specic chemical adhesion.14

Previous research on cell adhesion has sometimes used the
term ‘friction’ to describe the adhesive force between biological
cells and articial surfaces.15 In this paper, we specically dene
friction as the force resisting relative motion in the presence of
a normal force between the cell and the surface.

Techniques for measuring friction between macroscopic
surfaces, under both dry and wet conditions, are well estab-
lished.16,17 The measurement of friction at micrometer and
smaller length scales is more challenging. Recent studies have
used a variety of techniques to measure the friction between dry
microscopic surfaces, including atomic force microscopy, fric-
tion-force microscopy, surface-force apparatus, and quartz-
crystal microbalance.18–20 Methods to measure friction between
microscopic wet surfaces, especially on cellular surfaces, are
currently not available. Methods that have been developed for
measuring dry friction cannot be directly adapted for wet fric-
tion measurements because they cannot easily uncouple
viscous interactions from frictional interactions.

In this paper, we present a technique for measuring fric-
tional forces between single cells and polydimethlysiloxane
Anal. Methods, 2012, 4, 4303–4309 | 4303
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Fig. 2 Free-body diagram of a cell constrained in a microchannel.
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(PDMS) microchannels. The surfaces of these microchannels
are modied using polyethylene glycol (PEG), an industrial
lubricant oen used to reduce non-specic adhesion between
articial surfaces and biological materials.21 We show that our
technique is effective for estimating the magnitude of static and
kinetic friction forces as a function of cell compression, as well
as for evaluating the friction–reduction properties of surfaces
modied using PEG.

Experimental approach

Our technique for measuring friction involves infusing single
cells into a microuidic channel that places these cells under
slight compression as shown in Fig. 1. The height of the
microuidic channel is selected to compress each cell between
10% and 40% in order to generate appreciable normal force
between the cell and the surface of the microchannel. Since
PDMS is 3 orders of magnitude stiffer than typical biological
cells, the deformation of PDMS is negligible relative to the
deformation of each cell.22 We restrict our test cells to pheno-
types that are approximately spherical in shape and measure
the amount of compression for each cell using the cross-
sectional diameter of the cell in the transverse plane of the
microchannel. LCC6/Her2 breast cancer cells were selected for
our experiments because of their size, as well as the uniformity
of their size distribution.

To measure the resistive force resulting from frictional inter-
actions between the cell and the microchannel surface, a pressure
difference applied across the channel is used to generate a
precisely controlled ow of the bulk liquid. Friction forces acting
on the cell impede their ow and the velocity difference relative to
the bulk liquid can be used to determine the hydrodynamic force
transferred to the cell. The Reynolds number of our experiment is
�10�3, whichmeans the hydrodynamic force transferred from the
uid to the cell can be estimated using a simple laminar ow
model. This type of hydrodynamic force transfer has been used
extensively tomeasure the adhesion force between single cells and
articial surfaces.23,24

To measure kinetic friction, we observed the movement of
test cells while under compression in the microchannel. The
difference between the ow rate of the cell and the ow rate of
the bulk uid can be used to determine the drag force trans-
ferred to the cell to overcome kinetic friction. In this case, a
separate marker, such as a microparticle or a red blood cell, is
used to determine the ow rate of the bulk uid.
Fig. 1 Axial cross-section of a cell under compression in the microchannel. Fluid
flow is into the page.

4304 | Anal. Methods, 2012, 4, 4303–4309
To measure static friction, we observed test cells near the
critical point between free-owing and being trapped by friction
while under compression in the microchannel. As shown by the
free-body diagram in Fig. 2, if the drag force, FDrag, is less than
the available static friction force, FFr,static, then the test cell
remains stationary. If FDrag > FFr,static, then the test cell will move
with the uid. Since the ow rate of the bulk liquid determines
FDrag, it is possible, in theory, to determine the critical FDrag by
repeating the experiment at various ow rates. In practice,
however, this measurement is limited by several key challenges.
First, friction is a highly stochastic process. Given identical
materials and experimental conditions, the friction force expe-
rienced in each instance will show signicant variation. Second,
static friction is also hysteretic, which means that the friction
measured from each cell depends on whether that the cell was
previously moving or stationary. Finally, since every biological
cell is unique, the parameters of each frictional interaction,
including normal force and the coefficient of friction, are
coupled and cannot be applied repeatedly for the purpose of
ensemble averaging.

We overcome these challenges by infusing a small pop-
ulation of cells into a constrained microchannel at a ow rate
where we expect a portion of these cells to be free-owing and a
portion to be trapped by friction. If the friction force is entirely
deterministic, then we expect the cell sample to be divided at a
critical compression ratio with minimal overlap between the
free-owing and trapped cells as shown in Fig. 3. However,
because of the stochastic nature of friction and the differences
Fig. 3 The expected distribution as a function of compression when a pop-
ulation of cells is constrained in a microchannel. If friction is entirely deterministic,
then a sharp transition between moving and free-flowing cells is expected.
Accounting for the stochastic nature of friction, the trapped and free-flowing cell
populations are expected to overlap as shown.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 4 Diagram of the microfluidic device used in experiments. Inset shows a
single cell being tracked as it traverses the microfluidic channel near a fiducial
marking to measure cell velocity on a moving microscopic stage.
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between cells, the distributions of free-owing and trapped cells
are expected to overlap as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, we can
estimate the upper bound value of the static friction force using
the drag force experienced by the free-owing cell that experi-
ences the greatest compression in a test cell population. This
approach produces a robust estimation of the upper bound of
the friction force because the compressive force experienced by
the cell increases sharply with the compression ratio. Conse-
quently, the probability of nding a free-owing cell is
dramatically reduced for cells compressed beyond the critical
compression as found in the deterministic case.

The microuidic device used in this study is a long rectan-
gular PDMS microchannel that is 12.7 mm � 50 mm in cross-
section and 30 mm in length (Fig. 4). The microchannel is
augmented with ducial markers every 1000 mm in order to
facilitate cell velocity measurement on a moving microscope
stage. LCC6/Her2 breast cancer cells have a mean diameter of
14.3� 1.33 mm, whichmeans a signicant fraction of these cells
will be under compression between 10% and 35% in the
12.7 mm channel.
Materials and methods
Photolithographic microfabrication

A mask for microfabrication was designed using SolidWorks
DWG Editor and manufactured by Advance Reproductions
(North Andover, MA, USA). A mold of the desired microstruc-
tures was fabricated on silicon wafers using SU-8 3005 photo-
resist (MicroChem, Newton, MA, USA) on a 100 mm diameter
silicon wafer. The wafer is rst cleaned using solvents and then
dehydration baked on a hotplate at 200 �C for 5 min. Next, SU-8
3010 was spread onto the wafer at 1500 rpm for 30 s. The wafer
was then so baked at 95 �C on a hotplate for 7 min before
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
being exposed to UV light in a mask aligner for 30 s. The
exposed wafer was given a post-exposure bake in the sequence
of 65 �C for 1 min, 95 �C for 1.5 min and then 65 �C for 1 min.
The wafer was then developed using SU-8 developer (Micro-
Chem). The geometry of the SU-8 photoresist was stabilized by
further baking on a hotplate at 200 �C for 1 hour.

So-lithography of PDMS

Replicas of the microstructures fabricated on the silicon wafer
were fabricated using a polyurethane-based plastic (Smooth-
Cast 310, Smooth-On, Easton, PA, USA) using the process
described by Desai et al.25 These plastic molds were used to
fabricate the microuidic devices using so-lithography of
PDMS. Sylgard-184 PDMS (Momentive Performance Materials,
Columbus, OH, USA) was poured onto the microchannel mold
at a ratio of 10 : 1 base to hardener. The mold with pre-cured
PDMS was then degassed in a vacuum desiccator for 15 min and
then baked in an oven for 240 min at 65 �C. Aer cooling, the
device was removed from its mold, and holes were punched into
it using a 0.5 mm diameter hole punch (Technical Innovations,
Angleton, TX, USA) as the uidic inlet and outlet ports. A
standard glass microscope slide (Fisher Scientic) was cleaned
using acetone and then thoroughly rinsed with de-ionized H2O.
The microuidic channel is assembled by bonding the PDMS
structure with the microscope slide aer exposure to air plasma
(Model PDC-001, Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, NY, USA) for 40 s.

Cell sample preparation

The LCC6/Her2 cells were cultured using standard in vitro
conditions as adherent monolayer cultures in 25 cm2 Falcon
asks in DMEM (Gibco-Invitrogen) supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin
(Invitrogen). The cells were incubated at 37 �C with 100%
humidity and 5% CO2. The cell samples used in experiments
were LCC6/Her2 cells suspended in DMEM medium. Fixed red
blood cells were added at the concentration of 5% (by volume),
along with 7.5% bovine serum albumin (Invitrogen). Fixed red
blood cells used as markers to measure ow velocities were
obtained from reagent kits used for immunotyping (Medion
Diagnostics, Miami, FL, USA).

Surface PEGylation

PDMS surfaces were modied with covalent bonding of PEG
using polyethylene-glycol-methyl-ether-methacrylate (PEG-
MEM) (Sigma-Aldrich), following the procedure outlined by
Zhou et al. where PEGMEM is mixed with PDMS before curing.26

PEGMEM-modied PDMS devices were tested and compared
with a control PDMS device for cell build-up and surface
adhesion. Covalently bonded PEGMEM was tested in 0.5, 0.75,
1.0 and 1.5% by weight in the PDMS device.

Experimental apparatus

15 ml falcon tubes (Fisher Scientic) containing samples and
buffer uids were sealed with custom-designed caps acting as
pressurized reservoirs to feed uids into the microchannel.
Anal. Methods, 2012, 4, 4303–4309 | 4305
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Liquid connections between falcon tubes and the PDMS
microuidic device were made using 0.5 mm ID exible Tygon
tubing (Cole-Parmer). The Tygon tubing and the PDMS device
were interfaced using 19 mm long 23-gauge stainless steel
tubing (New England Small Tube, Litcheld, NH, USA) that
formed an elastic, watertight seal on both ends. The PDMS
devices was mounted and secured to the moving microscope
stage prior to experiment.
Data collection

The motion of single cells inside the microuidic channel was
tracked using a Nikon Ti-U inverted microscope with a Nikon
DS-2MBWc camera and Nikon NIS-Elements soware. Cell
diameters were measured using a 10� objective and the
spherical diameter measurement tool included in the Nikon
NIS-Elements soware. Precisely controlled pressure applied
across the microuidic channel was produced using a Fluigent
MFCS-4C pressure controller (Paris, France). In the studies of
kinetic friction, xed red blood cells were used to measure the
ow rate of the bulk uid.
Fig. 5 Distribution of trapped and free-flowing cells in a single (A) untreated
PDMS microchannel, and PDMS microchannels PEGylated using (B) 0.5%, (C)
1.0%, and (D) 1.5% PEGMEM. Trapped cells are shown in red, while free-flowing
cells are shown in blue.

Fig. 6 Comparison of the ratio of trapped cells to total cells in a microchannel
treated with varying amounts of PEGMEM.
Finite element model of the uid drag force

A nite element model was created using the Microuidics
Module in COMSOL Multiphysics (Los Angeles, CA, USA) to
determine the uid drag force experienced by each cell. Each
cell was modeled as a neutrally buoyant, symmetric ellipsoid at
the center of a long microchannel. The length of the device was
reduced from 30 000 mm to 3000 mm in order to reduce meshing
complexity. Since the hydrodynamic resistance of a rectangular
channel decreases linearly with the decrease in length, the
applied pressure difference is also scaled proportionately. We
simulated the ow eld around the cell and determined the
uid drag force by integrating the ow eld along the cell
boundary.

The model was meshed as two separate regions in order to
reduce the computation time. A cylindrical area of 20 mm
diameter around the ellipsoid wasmeshed with a free triangular
mesh. The remainder of the channel, not used for the ow
prole measurement, was meshed with a free triangular mesh
with no dened maximum element size. This simulation was
performed for each measured cell diameter and ow rate
reported in the Results and discussion section to determine the
drag force applied to each cell.
Results and discussion
Using surface PEGylation to reduce friction

We investigated the use of surface PEGylation to reduce the
non-specic adhesion of cells in microchannels by infusing a
cell sample into the constrained microchannel at a xed ow
rate. The microchannels had a thickness of 12.7 mm and were
modied using 0.5%, 1.0%, and 1.5% polyethylene glycol
methyl ether methacrylate (PEGMEM). A constant pressure
difference was used to generate a ow rate of 570 mm s�1 � 50
mm s�1, which was measured by tracking the ow of xed red-
blood cells.
4306 | Anal. Methods, 2012, 4, 4303–4309
The population of trapped and free-owing cells in the
control and PEGylated PDMS microchannels is shown in Fig. 5
as a function of cell compression. These data graphs show a
distribution of trapped and free-owing cells as predicted in
Fig. 3. The number of trapped cells appears to decrease signif-
icantly with increasing PEGMEM concentration. The ratio of
trapped cells to the total number of cells is summarized in
Fig. 6. The fraction of trapped cells is reduced by one-half from
control microchannels to microchannels PEGylated with 1.0%
PEGMEM. There appears to be no difference in the ratio of
trapped cells between the 1.0% and 1.5% PEGMEM micro-
channels, which suggests that there is no additional benet
derived from adding more than 1% PEGMEM to the PDMS
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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material. This observation is noteworthy because the PEGMEM
additive reduces the optical transparency of PDMS, which is
important for many biological experiments.

Measurement of static friction

We estimated the upper bound value of the static friction force
between single cells and PDMSmicrochannel surfaces using the
ow properties of LCC6/Her2 cells constrained in micro-
channels PEGylated using 1.5% PEGMEM. Similar to the
previous experiment, we infused �50 cells under slight
compression into a 12.7 mm microchannel using a precisely
controlled ow rate. For a fraction of these cells, the applied
drag force is insufficient to overcome the resistance provided by
the static friction force, and as a result, the cells are trapped in
the channel. For the complementary fraction, the applied drag
force is sufficient to overcome the static friction force, and the
cells slide along the channel with the uid. In this case, larger
moving cells must overcome greater friction force because these
cells experience greater compressive forces. Therefore, the
hydrodynamic force experienced by the largest moving cell
provides an effective estimate of the upper bound static friction
force.

We obtained the distributions of trapped and free-owing
cells at several ow rates in order to apply different ranges of
drag forces to the cell population. These results are shown as a
function of cell compression ratio in Fig. 7. The ow rate of the
bulk liquid was selected to cover the range of trapped versus
free-ow cell populations. The lower end of this range (Fig. 7A)
was selected such that multiple free-owing cells could be
found in the microchannel. The upper end of this range
(Fig. 7E) is limited by the frame rate of the video camera used to
track the position of the cells in order to measure their ow rate.
Fig. 7 Distributions of trapped and free-flowing cells. Distributions were obtained
moving cell is identified in each case. A single outlier was observed in subplot D.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
The data shown in Fig. 7 only include cells under compression.
A few smaller, uncompressed cells travelling through the device
were observed but not recorded. The number of cells measured
in each experiment varies because the rate of entry of cells into
the microchannel is proportional to the pressure difference
across the device. The mean diameter of the cell population
decreased with decreasing uid ow rates because larger cells
could be pushed into the microchannel at greater ow rates.
The compression ratio where the largest moving cell is found
was generally unambiguous. However, a single outlier was
observed in one of the experiments, where a single moving cell
was found to be signicantly larger than any other trapped cell
in the channel (Fig. 7D). This cell appeared to have a greater
cytosol volume compared to other cells, but did not have an
abnormal shape or other visible abnormal characteristics by
which it could be excluded from the experimental dataset. This
cell was the only instance where a moving cell was found to be
larger than the largest trapped cell in the microchannel.

For each of the largest moving cells in Fig. 7, we estimate the
uncompressed cell diameter by measuring the diameter of the
cell in the transverse plane of the microchannel and assuming
that the cell compresses to an ellipsoidal shape with conserved
volume. The radius of the uncompressed cell is therefore,

Rcell ¼
��

h

2

�
Rtransverse

2

�1
3

where h is the height of the microchannel, which is set at
12.7 mm. Modeling each cell as a symmetric ellipsoid located at
the center of a rectangular channel, we used a nite element
model (COMSOL Multiphysics) to calculate the hydrodynamic
drag force by integration of the uid ow eld on the surface of
each cell. In reality, the deformed cell is likely to take a shape
at flow rates of (A) 195, (B) 401, (C) 654, (D) 711, and (E) 853 mm s�1. The largest

Anal. Methods, 2012, 4, 4303–4309 | 4307
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Fig. 8 Upper bound static friction force as a function of cell compression
determined from each dataset shown in Fig. 7.
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that is an intermediate between an ellipsoid and a sphere with
attened ends. For the purpose of hydrodynamic modeling,
however, this difference in shape is negligible and the ellip-
soidal shape provides a consistent method to estimate the
radius of the uncompressed cell.

The upper bound static friction, obtained from the largest
moving cell in each subplot in Fig. 7, is shown as a function of
cell compression in Fig. 8. The upper bound static friction force
was measured to range from 50 to 700 pN for cells compressed
from 10% to 30%. An average sized LCC6/Her2 cell, 15 mm in
diameter and compressed to 15% by the 12.7 mmmicrochannel,
is expected to experience an upper bound static friction force of
approximately 200 pN. The shape of the data graph suggests a
linear or an exponential relationship; however, measurement
over a greater cell compression range is required to further
quantify this relationship. The experimental uncertainty of the
Fig. 9 Kinetic friction as a function of cell compression. Results were collected
from multiple experiments performed using different devices.

4308 | Anal. Methods, 2012, 4, 4303–4309
data shown in Fig. 8 derives from the measurement of the cell
diameter and the ow rate of the uid. The former is limited by
the optics of the microscope and camera resolution. While the
latter is limited by the uncertainty in the velocity of xed red
blood cells that are used to determine the ow rate of the uid.
Measurement of kinetic friction

To measure the kinetic friction experienced by single cells, we
tracked cells moving at an approximately constant velocity while
constrained in PDMS–glass microchannels where the PDMS
part has been treated with 1.5% PEGMEM. Similar to previous
experiments, we infused approximately 50 cells into the
microuidic device. The compressed diameter of these cells was
measured as before. Fixed red blood cells were added to the cell
mixture to measure the speed of the uid to determine the drag
force applied to each cell. Tominimize channel edge effects that
may reduce the drag force experienced by the cell, we selected
cells that were moving in the center of the microchannel and
excluded cells near the edge of the microchannel. We also
excluded non-spherical cells from our measurement similar to
the static friction measurement.

The drag force applied to each cell by the carrier uid is
proportional to the relative velocity between the cell and the
uid. From the measured cell size and relative velocity, we again
used our nite element model of an ellipsoid centered in a
microchannel to determine the drag force on a cell as in the
static friction case. The kinetic friction data are shown in Fig. 9.
Expectedly, the measured kinetic friction increases with
increasing cell compression in the channel. The results shown
in Fig. 9 were collected from multiple experiments performed
using multiple microuidic devices. The results were highly
consistent. The kinetic friction force was measured to range
from 45 to 370 pN for cells under compression from 10% to
30%. As expected, the measured kinetic friction was smaller
than the static friction for the same cell compression range.
Conclusion

We developed a technique for measuring the static and kinetic
friction forces between single cells and engineered surfaces in
microuidic channels. Using rectangular microchannels that
apply a modest compression to single cells along one axis, cells
infused into the microchannel at a precisely controlled ow rate
separate into a population trapped by friction and a population
where the hydrodynamic drag force overcomes friction. The
friction–reduction property of PEGylated surfaces was deter-
mined using the ratio of trapped versus free-owing cells. The
upper bound static friction force was determined by analyzing
the size distributions of trapped and free-owing cells. The
kinetic friction force was determined from the velocity differ-
ence between free-owing cells and the uid velocity. The static
friction force between LCC6/Her2 cells and PDMS treated with
1.5% PEGMEM was measured to range from 50 to 700 pN for
cells under compression from 10% to 30%. Under an identical
compression range, the kinetic friction force was measured to
range from 45 pN to 370 pN.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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